FRAUD MANAGEMENT
FOR ACQUIRERS
Empower your merchants without compromising security.
Intense competition from peers and new entrants. Declining
margins. Increased regulation. Merchant attrition. Acquirers
are responding to these shifting dynamics by expanding
into new geographies and merchant segments, and by
offering new services beyond payment processing, which
has become a commodity. With this expansion comes an
increase in the risk profile of acquirers’ merchant portfolios.

How can acquirers fight fraud in a way
that supports expansion and innovation?
One way is to invest in the right technology, as risk in
acquirers’ increasingly complex businesses can no longer
be managed with legacy infrastructure and and manual
interventions.
Feedzai prevents and mitigates even the most difficult-tocatch fraud with a powerful, scalable, end-to-end platform—
so you can focus on increasing merchant satisfaction.

SAVE MONEY,
MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY
Get fraud out of the way to focus on
increasing merchant satisfaction.

66%

of fraudulent dollar volume detected*

0.42%
alert rate*

*results at a top global acquirer.

Powerful Technology to Keep You and Your Merchants Safe From Fraud
The only enterprise fraud solution to automatically incorporate all your data and operationalize it. Prevent and mitigate even
the most obscure fraud events, at scale, in real time.

Leverage Hypergranular Insights
Process hundreds of millions of
Segment of One™ profiles in real time,
across your entire merchant network.
Understand precise entity behavior at
any point in time. Easily spot and
stop fraudulent behavior.

RESULTS AT ONE
OF FEEDZAI’S
LARGEST CLIENTS

Rapidly Iterate, Even in Production

Operationalize All Your Data

Iterate on hundreds of risk models
and instantaneously deploy them
to production. With AutoML and
Hyperparameter Tuning, new models
can now be optimized and trained in
a day, not in weeks.

Ingest huge volumes of data, in any
format, from any source, from all your
merchants for a 360 degree view of
your fraud exposure. Human-readable
Whitebox Explanations™ support your
decisions and keep you compliant.

$310

BILLION
dollar volume
processed annually

feedzai.com

11-14

MILLION
transactions scored in
real time each day

info@feedzai.com

<10

MILLISECONDS
average
latency

sales@feedzai.com

FEEDZAI’S END-TOEND MACHINE
LEARNING
PLATFORM SCALES
RAPIDLY WITH YOU

REAL-TIME TRANSACTION DATA

CRM DATA

HISTORICAL DATA

RISK ENGINE

Machine learning plus rules rapidly turn
your data into risk scores

RISK LEDGER

OpenML™
ENGINE

Segment-of-One
Profiling Engine

Data Scientists
use Feedzai’s
powerful
machine
learning
models (or
build their own
using their
favorite tools),
then deploy in
a single click

Rules Engine

Builds hypergranular
profiles to hyper
accurately assess every
single customer’s risk

Enriches your
data through
integrations
with thirdparty data
providers and
consortium
bank data

Real-Time
Decision Engine

Leverage Feedzai’s
industry-specific rules,
or create, test, and
deploy your own in
minutes

Processes and
scores transactions
in milliseconds for
real-time decisions and
rapid iteration

RISK SCORES

RISK STUDIO

Turns risk scores into reduced fraud

Case Manager

Tailored configurations
and Whitebox
explanations help Fraud
Analysts efficiently
manage their cases
and alerts

Insights

Fraud Tools

Flexible dashboards,
reports, and
notifications for
Fraud Analysts and
Business Leaders

Fraud Analysts
optimize the fraud
fighting process by
editing rules and
managing lists

Genome

REDUCED
FRAUD

Fraud Analysts
perform targeted
investigations with
visual link analysis

Feedzai Prevents and Mitigates the Worst Fraud So You Can Focus on Your Business
Merchant Onboarding

Address merchant risks across multiple vectors and deliver the power of
artificial intelligence to create a better
experience for good merchants, while
keeping away fraudulent ones.

Transaction Fraud

Score transactions for credit, debit,
ATM and prepaid cards (and digital
wallets) for card-present and cardnot-present payments. Score ACH,
wire and peer-to-peer transactions.
PCI-compliant payment validation
and transaction verification offer realtime risk scoring while reducing
false declines.

Merchant Monitoring

Track merchant activity in real time.
Continuously assess compliance
risk and exposure with alerts and
escalations triggered by suspicious
activities by using data across all
merchant dimensions.

“Credorax is proud to partner with Feedzai to provide AI solutions that better
safeguard merchants and their customers. We dedicate significant resources
to help solve complex issues such as fraud and are confident that, working
together, we will continue to fuel growth in the digital economy.”
- Igal Rotem, CEO of Credorax
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